BDNF and Cortisol integrative system - Plasticity vs. degeneration: Implications of the Val66Met polymorphism.
BDNF is the neurotrophin mediating pro-neuronal survival and plasticity. Cortisol (COR), in turn, is engaged in the coordination of several processes in the brain homeostasis. Stress-responsive, both factors show an integrative role through their receptor's dynamics in neurophysiology. Furthermore, the Val66Met BDNF polymorphism may play a role in this mechanism. to investigate BDNF-COR interaction in the human neurophysiology context. We collected all papers containing BDNF and COR parameters or showing COR analyses in genotyped individuals in a PubMed search - full description available on PROSPERO - CRD42016050206. BDNF and COR perform distinct roles in the physiology of the brain whose systems are integrated by glucocorticoid receptors dynamics. The BDNF polymorphism appears to have an influence on individual COR responsivity to stress. BDNF and COR play complementary roles in the nervous system where COR is a regulator of positive/negative effects. Exercise positively regulates both factors, regardless of BDNF polymorphism.